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AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor is also resistant to limited

is a technologically advanced building solution. It has been

chemical exposure such as chlorine and disinfectants.

designed as the ideal installation solution for humid and wet
areas such as bathrooms, showers, swimming pools, saunas and

But perhaps the best thing about the Knauf Wetroom Solutions

food processing environments. One key reason for the solution’s

is that it is proven technology – it is innovation without risk. The

suitability is its cement board technology: AQUAPANEL

following pages describe just a few of the advantages and

Cement Boards Indoor are unique in being 100% water-

options made possible by these solutions, including the greater

resistant, which means they don’t soften, swell or crumble.

construction speed and ease associated with drylining.

Knauf Wetroom Solutions exceptional properties and

AQUAPANEL® – your one stop shop

advantages make it the solution of choice with architects

Your AQUAPANEL® partner can provide everything your

seeking to create innovative designs such as curved monolithic

contractor needs to make a drywall construction designed

effects. AQUAPANEL Cement Board Indoor is non-

exactly to meet your technical and aesthetic requirements.

combustible (A1 building material class) and impact-resistant.

This includes AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor and

A Knauf Wetroom Solution provides high fire, thermal and

accessories, as well as Knauf profiles, insulation materials

acoustic insulation making it ideal for general areas in hospitals,

and mixed constructions using gypsum board solutions.

®

®

sports arenas, schools and public buildings. It is also inorganic
so it is very hygienic and there is no risk of mould;
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Knauf Wetroom Solutions with AQUAPANEL®
Technology Inside
Six main types of wall with assorted performance characteristics are available

Partition walls/
single stud
The single stud arrangement is
ideal for high demand partitions
requiring sound insulation or
fire protection. Two layers of
AQUAPANEL® Cement Board
Indoor will naturally double the
effect of the desired feature.

Shaft walls
To create a drylining wall in front
of an existing brick and block
wall, simply use the single stud
arrangement.

Partition walls/
double stud
Knauf Wetroom Solutions
are designed for the highest
demands. The double stud
arrangement enables the
highest grade of sound
insulation or fire protection.

Heavy duty
On its own, AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor is strong and rigid
and will support up to 50 kg of tiles per square metre of wall.
But with the AQUAPANEL® Traverse, light console loads are borne
securely up to 1.5 kN/m2.

Suspended ceiling
Suspended ceilings ensure that installations are secured. Moreover,
depending on the construction, they can help improve sound and
fire protection of a building.
For ceilings, take advantage of the economical stud spacing of
450 mm via the suspended profile arrangement. This special ceiling
system uses AQUAPANEL® Q4 Finish as the surface layer. Joint
treatment is done with AQUAPANEL® Joint Filler – grey and
AQUAPANEL® Tape (10 cm).
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Spectacular design options
For luxury hotels and apartments

Take your pick
	
Stylish monolithic curved wall effects – as little as one metre
bending radius
	
Luxurious Stucco Veneziano or metallic coverings on
AQUAPANEL® Q4 Finish for air humidity up to 95%; no
restrictions for wall height – no reinforcing mesh required
	
Large tile coverings for splash water areas, including mosaic,
glass, ceramic or natural stone: up to 330 x 330 mm or
600 x 600 mm with decoupling system
	
Absolute safety for exclusive coverings since humidity-related
expansion (which can cause tiles to crack or loosen) is eliminated
	
Resistance against chlorine cleaning agents.

Super fast for apartments
You can use Knauf Wetroom Solutions with AQUAPANEL® Technology
Inside in domestic applications such as bathrooms and kitchens in
apartments without full-surface sealant. That is because the water
splash time in these areas is less than six hours per day.

1.	Knauf impregnated gypsum
board (GKBI) (2 layers)
2. Knauf CW75 metal profile
3. Knauf insulation (60 mm)
4.	AQUAPANEL® Cement
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Board Indoor
5.	AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
6.	AQUAPANEL® Joint Adhesive (PU)
7.	AQUAPANEL® Board Primer
8.	Knauf glass fibre tape embedded
in AQUAPANEL® Q4 Finish
9.	AQUAPANEL® Q4 Finish
10.	Optional finish such as Stucco
Veneziano
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1.	Knauf impregnated gypsum
board (GKBI) (2 layers)
2. Knauf CW75 metal profile
3. Knauf insulation (60 mm)
4.	AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor
5.	AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
6.	AQUAPANEL® Joint Adhesive (PU)
7.	AQUAPANEL® Board Primer
8.	Knauf tile adhesive with
decoupling system, e.g Mapei
(if tiles > 330 x 330 mm)
9. Tiles

Q4 Finished wall

Typical performance characteristics

Tiled wall

Typical performance characteristics

Market segment

Bathrooms and washrooms in hotels and apartments.
Also suitable for domestic applications.

Market segment

Bathrooms and washrooms in hotels and apartments
Also suitable for domestic applications

Surface finishing

AQUAPANEL® Q4 Finish for Stucco Veneziano

Surface finishing

Tiles

Waterproofing class

Damp: with appropriate edge sealing

Waterproofing class

Damp: with appropriate edge sealing
Note: AQUAPANEL® Q4 Finish for air humidity up to 95%,
no exposure to spray water

Stud spacing

600 mm / 625 mm

Stud spacing

600 mm / 625 mm

Profile corrosion resistance

Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for Class A, B, C or D*

Profile corrosion resistance

Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for Class A, B, C or D*

Fire resistance

60 minutes

Fire resistance

60 minutes

Sound insulation (RW,R)

48 dB

Sound insulation (RW,R)

48 dB

* According to EN 13964
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Extreme temperature resistance
Perfect for wellness centres and steam saunas

Fit for the task
	AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor is suitable for sustained
temperatures of up to 70ºC in steam saunas or hamams
	And since it is 100% water-resistant it will never swell, soften,
flake or crumble
	It is inorganic and therefore resistant to mould and mildew,
often a problem in warm and wet areas
	Ecological and safe building material.

Ultra hygienic
Knauf Wetroom Solutions with AQUAPANEL® Technology Inside are
constructed with inorganic materials, so there is no risk of the walls
in your leisure or wellness centre becoming a breeding ground for
microbes and parasites.

1.	Knauf impregnated gypsum
board (GKBI)
2.	Knauf CW100 corrosion-resistant
metal profile
3. Knauf insulation (100 mm)
4. Vapour barrier (e.g. LDS 2)
5.	AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor
6.	AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
7.	AQUAPANEL® Joint Adhesive (PU)
8. AQUAPANEL® Board Primer
9. Sealant
10. Tile adhesive
11. Tiles
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Tiled wall

Typical performance characteristics

Market segment

Steam sauna up to 70°C

Surface finishing

Wood panels

Waterproofing class

Wet: with appropriate edge and full-surface sealing

Stud spacing

600 mm / 625 mm

Profile corrosion resistance

Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for Class A, B, C or D*

Impact resistance (installation range)

Class 1 or 2

Fire resistance

30 minutes (3220 /5032)

Sound insulation (RW,R)

45 dB

* According to EN 13964
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100% water-resistant
Superb for swimming pools

The natural choice
	Easily handles sustained splash and spray water,
and very high humidity
	Humidity and thermal-related expansion (which can cause
tiles to crack or loosen) is eliminated
	Easy access to in-wall cables and ventilation systems
	Compatible with acoustic ceiling plaster which absorbs
noise in large swimming halls
	Boards are easily removed and replaced when designs
change at later date

Suitable for chlorine-exposed areas
AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor is suitable for corrosive chlorine
humid environments and even salt-water swimming pools. The system
also includes AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screws with a special corrosionresistant coating, which gives a guaranteed 720 hours corrosion
resistance in a salt spray test. Knauf or other manufacturer’s corrosionresistant metal profiles which conform to EN 13964, classes A, B, C
and D can also be included.
AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor is also resistant to chlorine and
disinfection cleaning agents generally used in public swimming pools.

Ceiling system build-up
1.	Knauf CD60/27 corrosionresistant metal profile
2.	AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor
3. AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
4.	AQUAPANEL® Tape (10 cm)
embedded in AQUAPANEL®
Joint Filler – grey
5. AQUAPANEL® Board Primer
6.	AQUAPANEL® Joint Filler &
Skim Coating – white plus
AQUAPANEL® Reinforcing Mesh
7.	Acoustic plaster finish
(e.g. Scherff or Fumi)
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Wall system build-up
1.	Knauf CW100 corrosion-resistant
metal profile
2. Knauf insulation (80 mm)
3.	Vapour barrier (PE foil)
4.	AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
5.	AQUAPANEL® Cement Board
Indoor
6.	AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
7.	AQUAPANEL® Joint Adhesive (PU)
8.	AQUAPANEL® Board Primer
9. Knauf tile adhesive
10. Tile
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Ceiling with acoustic plaster

Typical performance characteristics

Tiled wall

Typical performance characteristics

Market segment

Swimming pool with sound absorption requirement
– likely chlorine exposure

Market segment

Swimming pool walls exposed to splash water more than 6 hours
per day – likely chlorine exposure

Surface finishing

AQUAPANEL® Joint Filler & Skim Coating – white,
for acoustic plaster finish (e.g. Scherff or Fumi)

Surface finishing

Tiles

Waterproofing class

Wet with appropriate edge and full-surface sealing

Stud spacing

600 / 625 mm

Profile corrosion resistance

Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for Class A, B, C or D*

Impact resistance
(installation range)

Class 1 and 2

Fire resistance

30 minutes

Sound insulation (RW,R)

44 dB

Waterproofing class

Damp with ventilated suspended ceiling

Stud spacing

300 mm / 312.5 mm

Profile corrosion resistance

Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for Class A, B, C or D*

* According to EN 13964

* According to EN 13964
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High impact resistance
Makes it the clear winner in sports halls

AQUAPANEL® has been officially certified by MPA Stuttgart as
having the rigidity and strength to withstand heavy ball impact.

The complete all-rounder
	AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor is 100% water-resistant so it
is the ideal tile backing board in your sports facility’s bathroom and
shower areas
	It is also great for other humid or damp areas such as
changing rooms
	And since it is highly impact resistant you can even use the
recommended AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor system
in indoor playing areas

An Olympian veteran
Although AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor is a relatively new
building material it has already been in action at the Athens Olympics
and has been selected for the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi.

Ceiling system build-up
1. Knauf CD60/27 metal profile
2. 	AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor
3. 	AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
4. 	AQUAPANEL® Board Primer
5. 	AQUAPANEL® Tape (10 cm)
embedded in AQUAPANEL®
Joint Filler – grey
6. 	AQUAPANEL® Joint Filler &
Skim Coating – white plus
AQUAPANEL® Reinforcing Mesh
7. Painted finish
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Wall system build-up
1.	Knauf impregnated fire-rated
Gypsum Board (GKFI)
2. Knauf CW50 metal profile
3. Knauf insulation (50 mm)
4.	AQUAPANEL® Cement Board
Indoor (2 layers)
5. AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
6.	AQUAPANEL® Joint Adhesive (PU)
7. AQUAPANEL® Board Primer
8.	AQUAPANEL® Joint Filler &
Skim Coating – white plus
AQUAPANEL® Reinforcing Mesh
9. Painted finish

Ö

Painted ceiling

Typical performance characteristics

Painted finish wall

Typical performance characteristics

Market segment

Sports hall

Market segment

Sports hall

Surface finishing

AQUAPANEL® Joint Filler & Skim Coating – white, for painted finish

Surface finishing

AQUAPANEL® Joint Filler & Skim Coating – white, for painted finish

Waterproofing class

None or damp

Waterproofing class

None or damp

Stud spacing

300 mm / 312.5 mm

Stud spacing

600 mm / 625 m

Profile corrosion resistance

Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for Class A, B, C or D*

Profile corrosion resistance

Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for Class A, B, C or D*

Ball throwing resistance

Conforms to DIN 18032-3: 1997-04

Fire resistance

90 minutes (3243/5162)

Sound insulation (RW,R)

51 dB

* According to EN 13964

* According to EN 13964
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High-cleaning and hygiene demands
Prescribed for operating theatres, washrooms, laundry rooms

The hygienic option
	AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor is 100% water-resistant so
walls based on this material can easily withstand intensive washing,
including disinfection cleaning agents
	Ecological and safe building material
	Use it for the first third of the wall height and then complete with
regular gypsum for the best cost efficiency in public sector (optional)
	Superior sound insulation of up to 61 dB (depending on system
specification) – helping patients to get peace and quiet
	Superior impact resistance – important for busy bed-pushing corridors
	Non-load-bearing partition walls built with AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor can take wall hooks up to 15kg/m, bracket loads up
to 70kg/m, and ceiling hooks up to 25kg. Console loads up to
150 kg/m wall length mean TV screens, coat hooks and shelves
can be catered for

	AQUAPANEL® Traverses are used to bear even greater console
loads up to 1.5kN/m, for example for sanitary mounts

Up to 120 minutes of fire protection
Walls based on AQUAPANEL® technology offer a range of fire
resistance performance levels: 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes. Add
to that the superior sound insulation and impact resistance and you
have the perfect wall material for your busy hospital.
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1.	AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor (2 layers)
2. 	Knauf CW100 metal profile
(or special Knauf MW profiles
for improved sound insulation
from 1 up to 3 dB)
3. Knauf insulation (80mm)
4. AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
5. 	AQUAPANEL® Joint Adhesive (PU)
6. AQUAPANEL® Board Primer
7. 	AQUAPANEL® Joint Filler &
Skim Coating – white plus
AQUAPANEL® Reinforcing Mesh
8.	Washable covering (e.g. glass
fibre wallpaper)
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Washable wall covering

Typical performance characteristics

Market segment

Hospital operating theatres with 120 minutes fire resistance, plus intense cleaning

Fire resistance

120 min

Sound insulations

RW,R = 49 dB

Surface finishing

AQUAPANEL® Joint Filller & Skim Coating – white, for washable wallpaper finishing

Waterproofing class

Damp: with appropriate edge sealing

Stud spacing

600 mm / 625 mm

Profile corrosion resistance

Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for Class A, B, C or D*

Impact resistance (installation range)

Class 1 or 2

* According to EN 13964
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Ideal for high-walled, crowded areas
For top marks in schools

Tried and tested
	AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor also complies with
“Installation Range 2” (DIN standard 4103 part 1), making
it perfect for high walls in areas where crowds of people
congregate, for example, school assemby halls and corridors
	High impact resistance
	Superior sound insulation
	Mixed construction for optimum economy e.g. public schools

Safe and quiet
The high performance in impact resistance, sound insulation,
and fire resistance make it the perfect candidate for gymnasia,
assembly halls corridors.

1.	AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor (2 layers)
2. Knauf CW100 metal profile
3.	AQUAPANEL® Cement Board
Indoor (2 layers)
4. Knauf gypsum board (2 layers)
5.	AQUAPANEL® Joint Adhesive (PU)
6.	AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
7.	AQUAPANEL® Board Primer
8.	AQUAPANEL® Joint Filler & Skim
Coating – white embedded with
AQUAPANEL® Reinforcing Mesh
9. Painted finish
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Mixed AQUAPANEL® and gypsum wall

Typical performance characteristics

Market segment

Impact-resistant school corridors and rooms with intense cleaning;
mixed construction with gypsum board for optimised economy

Surface finishing

Painted

Waterproofing class

None or damp: with appropriate edge sealing

Stud spacing

600 mm / 625 mm

Profile corrosion resistance

Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for Class A, B, C or D*

Impact resistance (Installation range)

Class 1 or 2

Ä

* According to EN 13964
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Clean and hygienic
The perfect recipe in food processing

Tough and stable
	AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor is 100% water-resistant
– making it perfect for walls that need intensive cleaning and
high pressure jet spraying
	Even with intense cleaning using chemical agents, AQUAPANEL®
Cement Board Indoor will not soften, swell, crumble or disintegrate
	It is also inorganic so it will never harbour microbes, mould or mildew
	Superior fire resistance – up to 120 minutes depending on system
specifications

Also ideal for laboratories
The 100% water-resistance of AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor
makes it ideal for laboratory-type environments where hygiene and
cleanliness are essential. An optional epoxy resin sealant can be
applied in highly demanding areas.

1.	AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor (2 layers)
2. Knauf CW50 metal profile
3. Knauf insulation (50 mm)
4. Vapour barrier (PE foil)
5. 	AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor (2 layers)
6. AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
7. 	AQUAPANEL® Joint Adhesive (PU)
8. AQUAPANEL® Board Primer
9. Tile adhesive
10. Ceramic tiles
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Tiled wall

Typical performance characteristics

Market segment

Industrial food processing with high hygiene requirements and high-pressure
water cleaning

Surface finishing

Tiles

Waterproofing class

Wet with appropriate edge and full-surface sealing

Stud spacing

600 mm / 625 mm

Profile corrosion resistance

Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for Class A, B, C or D*

Impact resistance (Installation range)

Class 1 or 2

Fire resistance

90 minutes

Sound insulation (RW,R)

49 dB

* According to EN 13964
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Take advantage in any building
Shopping malls, offices, museums and more

Innovative design options
	Take advantage of high impact resistance in buildings
with intense public traffic
	Curved wall and ceiling options – AQUAPANEL® Cement Board
Indoor can be bent on site to a radius of one metre
	Wall and ceiling finishing with AQUAPANEL® Q4 Finish,
regardless of wall height and ceiling length and without
reinforcing mesh
	High monolithic-look walls

Efficient and smooth
The Knauf Wetroom Solutions with AQUAPANEL® Technology Inside
include a special ceiling construction option with AQUAPANEL® Q4
Finish to enable a wider stud spacing of 450 mm. This is especially
efficient in materials and labour for large areas and ceiling such as
in shopping malls. AQUAPANEL® Q4 Finish also enables a very
smooth finish.

1. Knauf CD60/27 metal profile
2.	AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor
3. AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
4.	AQUAPANEL® Tape (10 cm)
embedded in AQUAPANEL®
Joint Filler – grey
5. AQUAPANEL® Board Primer
6. AQUAPANEL® Q4 Finish
7. Paint
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Q4 Finish ceiling

Typical performance characteristics

Market segment

Large monolithic ceiling applications.
Optional 400 mm / 450 mm stud spacing for efficiency and economics with AQUAPANEL® Q4 Finish

Surface finishing

For paint finish

Waterproofing class

None

Stud spacing

400 mm / 450 mm

Profile corrosion resistance

Follow manufacturer’s recommendations for Class A, B, C or D*

* According to EN 13964
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Interior finishing options
Choose the perfect surface finishing

Ceramic tiles

Q1
1. AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor
2. AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
3. AQUAPANEL® Joint Adhesive (PU)
4. AQUAPANEL® Board Primer
5. Knauf Tile Adhesive
6. Ceramic tiles
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Decorative plaster finish

Q2
1. Knauf Gypsum Board with HRAK edge
2. Knauf Drywall Screws
3. Knauf Uniflott
4. Knauf Tiefengrund
5. Knauf Easyputz
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Wallpaper finish

Q3
1. Knauf Gypsum Board with HRAK edge
2. Knauf Drywall Screws
3. Knauf Uniflott
4. Knauf Tiefengrund
5. Wallpaper
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Paint finish

Q4

Ñ

1. AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor
2. AQUAPANEL® Maxi Screw
3. AQUAPANEL® Joint Adhesive (PU)
4. AQUAPANEL® Board Primer
5. GLASS FIBRE JOINT COVERING STRIP
6. AQUAPANEL® Q4 Finish
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Level of finishing
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Q1

Q2 (Standard)

Q3

Q4

Jointed surface

Smooth surface for normal optical
requirements.

Smooth surface for higher visual
requirements.

Smooth surface for high visual
requirements.
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Interior finishing options
Choose the best board for your application

Standard gypsum boards
Gypsum Board	Massivbauplatte
The ideal standard interior lining
for Interior Walls. It offers an
economic building solution and
is ideal for all types of living
spaces without additional
requirements.

The ideal interior lining for
Knauf Wetroom Solutions where
a robust solution is required.
Especially suited to shaft wall
construction.

Moisture rating / All Weathers!
Impregnated Gypsum Board
T he ideal interior lining for
Knauf Wetroom Solutions for
damp rooms in living areas
where there is occasional
exposure to water spray. Boards
remain impervious to moisture and
create an even surface for untiled
areas. They are ideal for painting
or for further surface finishing
(with appropriate sealing for
gaps, edges and surface).

Impact resistance

AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor
The ideal interior lining for
Knauf Wetroom Solutions with
AQUAPANEL® Technology Inside
in wet and humid areas where
there is constant water spray, for
example communal showers,
public washrooms or industrial
kitchens. AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor is 100% waterresistant and resistant to mould
and mildew. Just one layer of
cement board is needed in tiling
applications (with appropriate
sealing for gaps and edges).
No-full surface sealant is required
in humid applications.

Diamant	Vidiwall Gypsum Fibre Board
The ideal interior lining for Knauf
Wetroom Solutions where higher
mechanical surface resistance is
required. This higher density
impregnated fire-rated board
also achieves a higher sound
insulation than standard boards
with the same system build-up.

The ideal interior lining for Knauf
Wetroom Solutions where higher
mechanical surface resistance is
required. (Performance is
comparable to Diamant Hard
Gypsum Board, however, board
is not impregnated.)

Sound reduction

Surface finishing options are:

Silentboard

Gypsum plaster
The ideal interior lining for
Knauf Wetroom Solutions where
high sound reduction is key.
Heavier than Diamant Hard
Gypsum Board.

(decorative plaster Easyputz)

Paint
(resin emulsion paint, multicoloured
emulsion, oil paint, matte-finish lacquer,
alkyd resin paint, PUR lacquer, polymer
resin paint, epoxy-based lacquer (EP) or
silicate-based emulsion paints)

Fire-rating
Fireboard
The ideal interior lining for
Knauf Wetroom Solutions where
high fire protection requirements
are critical. This special board
with glass fleece coating is only
used for fire-rated linings.
In general, the planking thickness
is lower compared with standard
carton-coated Gypsum Board.
An impregnated version is
available: Impregnated Fireboard.

Wallpaper
(paper, fibre glass, fleece,
textile, synthetic)

Tiles
(ceramic, stone, mosaic, glass)

Cladding
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Joint compounds and plaster
A choice of fillers to suit all applications

For gypsum board
Uniflott: “The original”
for Q1– Q2 surface quality
tested and approved standard product
for manual use

Trias: “The efficient”
for Q1– Q2 surface quality
joints don‘t show due to carton-grey colour
good absorption behaviour
extremely low shrinkage when drying
tested and approved standard product
for manual use

Fugenfüller Leicht: “The classic”
for Q1– Q2 surface quality
tested and approved standard product, to be used with Joint Tape Kurt
for manual use

Readygips: “The quickstarter”
ideal for Q1– Q4 quality
ready to use from the bucket and processing-friendly
full-surface joint compound to be used with Joint Tape Kurt
very easy to sand
very fine surface after drying
for manual and machine use

JOINTFILLER SUPER: “The expert”
for Q1– Q4 surface quality
to be used with Joint Tape Kurt
use as full-surface skim coating also in combination with Uniflott
very little shrinkage when drying
for manual and machine use

For gypsum board
Multi-Finish / Multi-Finish M: “The noble”
ideal for Q4 quality
	suitable for almost all subsurfaces
	use for filling of uneven and rough surfaces
	for manual and machine use

For cement board
AQUAPANEL® Joint Filler & Skim Coating – white
for Q1– Q3 surface quality
	full-surface use before application of decorative plaster or paint finish
	to create impact-resistant walls
	for manual and machine use

AQUAPANEL® Q4 Finish
up to Q4 surface quality from floor to ceiling regardless of height without reinforcing mesh
	quick and simple to apply: no reinforcing mesh required
	water-repellent: use in areas of up to 95% humidity
	walls can be covered with wide range of decorative smooth or structured finishes
	for manual and machine use

Ready to use decorative plaster for gypsum board
Easyputz
structural plaster
	many colour variants, grain sizes 0.5 – 1 mm
	for manual use, roll plaster
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Insulation options
For comfort, convenience and safety

Keeping the noise where it is:

Silence is golden:

Optimum insulating materials for every system

Sound-insulating partition walls.

Partition wall structures in office and administrative buildings have to be
installed in new buildings quickly and easily whilst offering flexibility for
changing space requirements. Insulating materials from Knauf Insulation
are perfect for all your sound protection requirements.

Noise from co-workers or office equipment is one of the biggest
disruptions to office work. If you need to focus on your work, you
cannot fail to appreciate an office in which you can shut out this noise.

The power of silence
Living space requirements can also change in the home too; due to a
change of use, for instance. Partition walls can be installed quickly and
easily at any time in a building’s life. The use of insulating materials from
Knauf Insulation in partition walls provides optimum sound protection.

Protection for man and machine
If a fire breaks out, insulating material needs to meet the highest
standards for fire protection. Partition wall structures incorporating
mineral wool insulating materials offer optimum fire protection.

The right system
While partition walls with a metal sub-structure are most commonly
used in office and administrative buildings, systems for use in the
home are more complex.

On account of their exceptional properties and fibre structure, mineral
wool insulating materials from Knauf Insulation offer effective sound
protection, effectively shutting out noise and sounds from outside and,
in turn, shutting in noise from any machines inside the room, for instance.
It’s no different for the home: contending with noise disturbances can
prevent you from enjoying the comfort of your own four walls. Knauf
Insulation, with its insulating materials for internal and partition wall
systems, will give you the peace, quiet and protection you are looking
for. Acoustic tests have borne out the exceptionally high performance
of insulating materials from Knauf Insulation.

Keep it contained:

Natural mineral wool insulating materials

Safety in an emergency.

based on ECOSE® Technology

If a fire breaks out, containing it to the one room has to be the top
priority after securing personal safety. On no account should fire be
allowed to spread. Mineral wool insulating materials from Knauf
Insulation are rated A1 in terms of fire performance, meaning that they
are non-combustible and make an active contribution to fire prevention
by holding back the spread of fire from one room to another.

In mid-2009, Knauf Insulation brought to market ECOSE Technology, a
formaldehyde-free binder technology for mineral wool. Since that time,
our glass mineral wool insulating materials have been brown rather
than yellow. The use of predominantly natural organic ingredients with
no added artificial colours or dyes has helped improve the sustainability
of our already environmentally friendly mineral wool insulating materials
even further. As part of our commitment to more sustainable products,
we now use this binder technology in the manufacture of all of our
glass mineral wool products.

The melting point of rock mineral wool insulating materials is over
1,000°C, making them exceptionally resistant to fire and thereby
helping to arrest the spread of fire.
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Technical considerations

1. Certifications of the Knauf Wetroom

2.4 Blauer Engel for Knauf Insulation materials

Solutions with AQUAPANEL Technology Inside

Products from Knauf Insulation are certified for environmental
friendliness and are free from hazardous substances. Many glass
mineral wool insulation materials based on the formaldehyde free
bonding technology ECOSE® are registered at the Blauer Engel.

®

2. Certifications of products
2.1. CE Certification
European technical approval
ETA-07/0173 has been issued for
AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Outdoor
and AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Indoor.

AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Outdoor and AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor are certified according to ETA-07/0173. The ETA
assumes a duration of use of 50 years for AQUAPANEL®.

For detailed recommendations for your individual building project,
talk to your Knauf consultant.

Reference to additional documentation

2.2. Safe and hygienic solution

AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Outdoor and AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor have been tested for impact resistance.

They have been officially certified by the Materials Testing Institute,
University of Stuttgart (MPA) as having the rigidity and strength to
withstand heavy ball impact. They also meets ASTM standard.

06/2006

Knauf Spachtelkompetenz
Perfektion der Oberfläche

Trockenbau- und Boden-Systeme

2.3. Impact resistance

Information on sustainability
of Knauf Gypsum Boards
Beste Aussichten für die Natur

Knauf und die Umwelt

Beste Aussichten für die Natur

11/2007

AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Outdoor and AQUAPANEL® Cement
Board Indoor are 100% water-resistant and completely inorganic, so
there is no risk of mould or mildew. They meet the highest requirements
for a safe and hygienic environment inside the building – as certified by
the German Building Biological Institute Rosenheim (IBR). Knauf Gypsum
Boards are also certified by the German Building Biological Institute.

Gips KG

Information on Knauf
gypsum joint compounds
Knauf Spachtelkompetenz
– Perfektion der Oberfläche
Easyputz – Einfach aufrollen
und gestalten!

Notes
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All technical changes reserved. Only the current printed instructions are valid.
Our warranty is expressly limited to our products in flawless condition. The
constructional and structural properties and characteristic building physics of Knauf
systems can solely be ensured with the exclusive use of Knauf system components,
or other products expressly recommended by Knauf. All application quantities
and delivery amounts are based on empirical data that are not easily transferable
to other deviating areas. All rights reserved. All amendments, reprints and
photocopies, including those of excerpts, require the express permission of
Knauf Aquapanel GmbH & Co. KG, Zur Helle 11, 58638 Iserlohn, Germany.
AQUAPANEL® is a registered trademark.
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Knauf Wetroom Solutions with AQUAPANEL® Technology Inside
is a technologically advanced building system. Because it’s a
system, it involves clear step-by-step process from design idea
to project completion. AQUAPANEL® cement board panels,
accessories and services work in unison – you can be certain
that your project will all come together as planned.
www.AQUAPANEL.com

Knauf Aquapanel
GmbH & Co. KG
Zur Helle 11
58638 Iserlohn
Germany

